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BORN�INFELD NONLINEAR ELECTRODYNAMICS�Iwo Biaªyniki-BirulaCentre for Theoretial Physis, Polish Aademy of SienesAl. Lotników 32/46, 02�668 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived June 29, 1999)This is only a summary of a leture delivered at the Infeld CentenialMeeting. In the leture the history of the Born�Infeld nonlinear eletro-dynamis was presented and some general features of the theory were dis-ussed.PACS numbers: 03.50.Kk, 03.50.De1. Summary of the letureSixty-�ve years ago Leopold Infeld went to England as a Fellow of theRokefeller Foundation. In Cambridge he met Rutherford and Dira and en-tered into the ollaboration with Max Born, who has just arrived in England.The result of this ollaboration was the Born�Infeld eletrodynamis.The origins of the nonlinear eletrodynamis of Born and Infeld anbe traed to the work of Gustav Mie, who made the �rst attempt to on-strut a purely eletromagneti theory of harged partiles. The question,why a harged partile does not explode under the repulsion of the Coulombfores ating between its onstituents, had been asked by a number of physi-ists before Mie. With the advent of the theory of relativity, this questionhas ballooned into a whole problem known under the name: the theory ofthe eletron. Many a great physiists, inluding Einstein, Lorentz, Plank,Poinare, Sommerfeld, and von Laue have ontributed to the disussion onthis subjet.In the theory of the eletron before Mie, the eletron was not treatedas a purely eletromagneti entity, but it was also �made of other stu��,like, for example, Poinare stresses and the mehanial mass. Mie wantedonly the eletromagneti �eld to be responsible for all the properties of� Presented at �The Infeld Centennial Meeting�, Warsaw, Poland, June 22�23, 1998.(2875)



2876 I. Biaªyniki-Birulathe eletron. In partiular, he wanted the eletromagneti urrent to bemade of eletromagnetism. In order to ahieve this goal, Mie assumed thatthe potential four-vetor enters diretly into the Lagrangian and not onlythrough the �eld strength. The generation of the urrent has been ahievedin this manner, but the prie was very high. The potentials aquired aphysial meaning and the gauge invariane was lost. This property hasbeen found unaeptable by other physiists and the theory of Mie has beenshelved for two deades.In May 1933 Born, after his dismissal from the University of Goettingenby the Nazis, deided to leave Germany. To make his leaving the ountry lessonspiuous, he �rst took vaation in the Italian Dolomites. As he has laterwritten in his memoirs, the idea to modify the Maxwell theory has ome tohim during this vaation. After arriving in Cambridge, where he was o�ereda stipend from the Stokes Foundation, Born started to work on this ideaand soon he was joined by Infeld. Born and Infeld revived Mie's theory ina somewhat di�erent form and in a series of papers [1℄ they proposed notonly a spei�, very interesting model, but also developed a theory of fullyrelativisti and gauge invariant nonlinear eletrodynamis [2℄.There are two ways to arrive at the nonlinear eletrodynamis of Bornand Infeld. One way was followed by the original disoverers and it relies onthe idea of simpliity. The Born�Infeld theory is derived from the �simplestpossible� Lagrangian: the square root of the determinant of a seond rankovariant tensor. Suh a struture automatially guarantees the invarianeof the theory under arbitrary oordinate transformations. Taking as thisseond rank tensor the sum of the metri tensor and the eletromagneti �eldtensor (multiplied by a dimensional onstant to equalize the dimensions), oneobtains the Born-Infeld theory. There is also a seond, more sophistiatedmethod based on the unique property of Born�Infeld eletrodynamis. Ashas been shown by Boillat and Pleba«ski [3,4℄, one an arrive at the Born�Infeld theory by imposing �no-birefringene� ondition. It turns out thatthis theory is the only nonlinear theory of the eletromagneti �eld in whihthe speed of light does not depend on the polarization. The standard theoryof Maxwell has obviously the same property, but among nonlinear theoriesone only has the Born�Infeld eletrodynamis. There was no indiation formany years that the Born�Infeld eletrodynamis desribes the real world ofeletromagnetism and this theory remained for many years just a uriosity� an interesting model of a nonlinear theory.However, more reently there has been a renewed interest in this theoryin onnetion with the modern theory of strings [5℄ and p-branes [6℄. In turnsout that determinantal strutures very muh like the Born�Infeld Lagrangianfrequently appear in these theories. So maybe, the last word about the Born-Infeld theory has not yet been said.
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